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Obiectives:

. To apprise the students with safe and responsible use of electronic communication.

. Tc make them learn the importance of implementing their own ethical behaviours in their
practice of the various aspects of posts and photographs on social media.

Description:
"Sociaf fu4eilia is not a nledia. the key is to ftsten, engege and 6uift

refationshiys." - 1)ivi{ Afston

Social Networking sites and application are an increasingly indispensable part of our everyday lives" it
is a medium to converse and a platform to share our views not only nationally but globally. Although

the social networks fabricate an aura of connectivity but it can be fraught with serious security risks,

both for a person, and his/her data. In order to acquaint the students with safe and responsible

electronic communication and to sensitize the students about what should or should not be posted on

the social networking sites, a workshop on Soclal Networking/ Media Ethics was conducted for the

.y :rners, The session began with a PowerPoint presentation showing the logos of various social

rreiworking sites. The resource person asked a couple of questions to the learners about how much

rrine they spend on social networking sites and the students participated in the discussion with a lot r-rf

zeal and zest. Further she presented a slide which catered to a survey about the depression rate

amongst people of India. It was astonishing to know that addiction to social networking sites is the

reason behind the depression stricken India. This was followed by acquainting students with the terrn

cyber bullying and its effects on the aggrieved person and how the students can respond to such a

situation. Then she shared some real life encounters of students using social networking. Towards the

end she displayed a questionnaire which consisted of a couple of provoking questions which the

students should keep in mind as responsible users. Afterwards she took the queries of the students. In
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Stu d ent s' Workshop

Social Media Ethics (VII) and Social Networking Ethics (VIII)

Ms. Vinita Chhabra and Ms. Medha Maddan (Faculty RDPS)

Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura

Guest Lecture Hall

04.05.77; 40 minutes

Class VII and VIII students

Students' Workshop File
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a nutshell, the workshop was informative and helped in attaining the above menti0ned objectives.
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